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This thesis deals with the general problem of
predicting numerical indicators from textual data.
This task, which we call Text Regression, arises in
a range of different applications in Natural Lan-
guage Processing (NLP). For instance, in Qual-
ity Estimation (QE) (Blatz et al., 2004; Specia
et al., 2009), sentences generated from Machine
Translation (MT) systems are evaluated according
to a task-based metric such as post-editing effort
or time. In Emotion Analysis (EA) (Strapparava
and Mihalcea, 2007), natural language sentences
are assigned with numerical scores mapping the
strength of a particular emotion (or a set of emo-
tions).
Standard approaches for Text Regression rely on
architectures similar to the ones used in classifica-
tion tasks. These use engineered features and/or
simple text representations such as bag-of-words
(BOW), and make predictions in the form of single
point estimates. These simplifying assumptions
ignore important aspects of the data. Represen-
tations such as BOW ignore structural aspects of
sentences and fails to capture structural linguistic
phenomena such as word order. Point estimate pre-
dictions lack uncertainty information on the pre-
dicted variable, which can help subsequent deci-
sion making and is particularly important when an-
notations are noisy (such as post-editing time in
QE).
The goal of this thesis is to advance the state-
of-the-art in Text Regression by improving these
two aspects: improved text representations and
better uncertainty modelling in the response vari-
ables. In order to achieve that goal we propose
1This thesis was written while the author was a Ph.D. student
at The University of Sheffield, United Kingdom.
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to use Gaussian Processes (GPs) (Rasmussen and
Williams, 2006) as the regression model. GPs are
a Bayesian kernelised framework which is consid-
ered the state-of-the-art in regression (Hensman
et al., 2013). Perhaps surprisingly, GPs were not
widely investigated in the context of NLP applica-
tions.2 Therefore a secondary goal of this thesis
is to disseminate GPs in the NLP community, in
particular for regression tasks.
The theory behind Gaussian Processes regres-
sion makes it ideal to solve the two problems men-
tioned above. Since it models response variables as
well-calibrated distributions, it naturally provides
a measure of uncertainty over the predictions. Fur-
thermore, by employing kernels as the underlying
learning component, we can incorporate complex
text representations through what we named struc-
tural kernels. Combining with the efficient model
selection procedures provided by GPs, we show
in this thesis how to essentially learn representa-
tions by enabling richer kernel parameterisations.
In this thesis, we focus on string kernels (Lodhi
et al., 2002; Cancedda et al., 2003) and tree ker-
nels (Collins and Duffy, 2001; Moschitti, 2006)
but the theory can easily be extended to other kinds
of structures such as graph kernels (Vishwanathan
et al., 2010).
We benchmark our approach in two Text Re-
gression applications. The first one is Emotion
Analysis, where we use a GP model with a soft
string kernel using word embeddings for similar-
ity calculation between words. We show that this
proposed model can obtain better results compared
to simpler baselines. For this task, we also pro-
pose a multi-task model which leverages multiple
emotional labels and show how we can inspect GP
2Notable exceptions are Polajnar et al. (2011) and Cohn and
Specia (2013).
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hyperparameters to cluster similar emotions.
The second benchmark is Machine Translation
Quality Estimation. In this task, we show that can
obtain better results compared to baselines while
also providing uncertainty estimates for predic-
tions. More important, we show how to employ
the predictive distributions in an asymmetric risk
scenario, where over and underestimates of post-
editing time have different costs. This is an exam-
ple application where propagating full uncertainty
information can be beneficial for further decision
making in a translation pipeline. As another appli-
cation example, we also show how to use uncer-
tainty estimates to annotate QE datasets via active
learning.
Finally, as mentioned before, this thesis also
has the goal of disseminating Gaussian Processes
among the NLP community. By providing the the-
oretical grounds and showcasing its application in
two benchmarks, we hope that it will serve as a
starting point for other NLP problems in the future.
Access to the full thesis is open and available
at the White Rose eTheses repository (etheses.
whiterose.ac.uk/17619).
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